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AMNET Summer Meeting
and AGM

sense of camaraderie and support and a chance for
members to chat in a relaxing and very comfortable
setting.

held on Saturday 11th June 2016

On behalf of ALL members I would like to say a
huge THANK YOU to Alison and Chris for their
thoughtful planning which made this special day an
open and inclusive meeting for each and every

Well-being and making the most of life
–a

positive and important approach for those of us
with a skull-based tumour, regardless of what
stage we are at with our treatment. This was the
focus of our Summer Meeting, planned by Alison
Frank and Chris Richards, and a very suitable way
to celebrate 20 years since AMNET began.

member of AMNET that was able to be present. The
picture above gives an example of the atmosphere of
the day. I apologize if I have included any pictures
of those who prefer not to be photographed, but I
did seek permission when taking photographs.
The sun well and truly shone down on us at our
meeting on June 11th 2016 and added the finishing
touch to a memorable celebration which seemed to
be universally enjoyed and appreciated by all.
There were 70 people present, excluding the Committee and exhibitors, so a true representation of
AMNET members past and present, and from start
to finish there was good humour and a wonderful

The Committee, and their relatives, arrived early at
The David Rayner Centre, which is within Scotsdale’s Garden Centre, to set out a warm welcome for
when members started to arrive from 10.30. Chris
Richards had put together a display of our 20 year
archive of photos of memorable occasions and copies of AMNET News from Issue 1 onwards.

Our Next Meeting will be on Saturday 26th November in the Boardroom at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge. This is our Christmas Meeting, so
doors will be open at 12.00 and you are welcome to bring a plate of food to
share at our Christmas social. This will be followed at 13.15 with a talk by
Mark Smith, Audiologist, Addenbrooke’s Hospital about hearing aid support
in the Single-sided Deafness Clinic.
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It was heart-warming to see members receiving advice and support from skilled representatives from
Cambridgeshire Hearing Help and Action on Hearing Loss, (see pictures below), who were present
with examples of useful equipment to enhance our
hearing experience.

Those of us who wanted to have a go were then able
to try to join in, which was so useful for anyone contemplating this type of exercise class. No picture of
us available, as I was having fun participating and
have since enrolled in an evening class.
Our member, Andrew Hastings, had his model railway on display and his attention to detail in his modelling was very impressive and good fun.

Alison Frank’s daughter, Becca, provided manicures
for anyone prepared to sit still for long enough.

We were able to observe a demonstration of Tai Chi
by Chris Tate and his group and see for ourselves the
advantages that this type of exercise can provide us
in gaining strength, balance and a sense of inner
calmness. This form of exercise can be done either
standing or sitting, as you can see in the picture below.
Jane Robson provided hand and facial massages
with the wonderful aroma of essential oils.
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Hugh Richards was on hand to take photographs
and to show examples of his superb photography
skills and equipment.
Bronwyn Lummis
showed visitors
how to make a
simple floral table
arrangement and
also provided some
beautiful floral
arrangements, as
you can see here, to
brighten our day
and later the homes
of those lucky
enough to win the
exhibits in the
raffle!

Charlie then very bravely stood alone on the stage
and recited some poetry, some of which had been
inspired by his own mother, who died a few days
before the meeting in June. What strength of character to be able to do that, and with a smile on his
face.
Heidi Pratchett’s daughter had made the stunning
AMNET celebration cake (see picture on front
page) and cupcakes for us all to enjoy at the end of
the day and Stephanie and Henry provided prizes
for our raffle.

Our member, Helen Bush, delighted us with music
played on the piano in the Centre.

We are truly grateful for each and every person and
organization for their contribution to this special
day and to all members and their relatives for coming along to join in the celebrations with us.
The David Rayner Centre is used by a number of
health related charities and support groups and we
were able to make use of the facilities by making a
donation. Feedback from members who attended
has encouraged us to consider using this facility for
future meetings, especially our summer meeting,
which is also our AGM. In view of this consideraBronwyn’s husband Charlie played guitar in the aftion we would be very interested to hear your views
ternoon and members could either join in or just
about this proposal, because we will probably have
enjoy listening to some cheerful music.
to consider some sort of fundraising efforts to be
able to afford a beautiful venue like this on a regular
basis. It may, however, be well worth the effort,
especially for members who would prefer to be out
of the hospital environment.
We were able to sit indoors and outside in the gardens and this was especially appreciated by those
who may have been looking for a bit of peace and
quiet. Although the address is Great Shelford, this
venue is only approximately 2 miles from
Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
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Press release dated 22nd September 2016 from
Great Ormond Street Hospital about the
dangers of button batteries.
Please read this and ensure you store and dispose
of your hearing aid batteries accordingly.

Doctors at leading children’s hospitals in the UK
have joined together to raise awareness of the
dangers of button batteries, after seeing a sharp
rise in the number of children suffering severe
injuries after swallowing them.

Warning signs that a child has swallowed a
button battery include excess dribbling or trouble
swallowing, vomiting, coughing, choking, and
unexplained chest infections. In under four hours,
a swallowed button battery can cause life threatening injuries, so families are advised to take their
child straight to their local accident and emergency department, while avoiding their children eating, drinking or vomiting, if they are worried their
child might have swallowed a button battery.

Great Ormond Street Hospital alone has seen a 60%
increase in the number of children admitted from
across the UK after accidentally swallowing button
batteries over the past year. Many of these children
have suffered internal burns that have left holes in
their internal organs. Around one child a month is
now admitted compared to one a year five years
ago.
Experts at Great Ormond Street Hospital, Birmingham Children’s Hospital and Sheffield Children’s
Hospital, are now highlighting the devastating impact that button batteries can have on the lives of
children and families, the warning signs to look out
for and the urgent action to take if you believe your
child has swallowed a battery. They are recommending that button batteries are treated with the
same caution as medicines, bleaches and poisons in
the home.
Button batteries are found in household items including watches and clocks, bathroom scales, toys,
television remote controls and bicycle lights. The
more widely available and powerful they become,
the more of a danger they pose to young children.
Even used batteries, which stop working in our electronics, cause significant injuries.
If button batteries are swallowed and get stuck in the
oesophagus, they can cause holes in the child’s oesophagus and windpipe in the space of just a few
hours. Damage to this area can affect a child’s ability to eat, drink, swallow or breathe and can even
cause death. Children have spent as long as eight
months being treated at Great Ormond Street Hospital after swallowing batteries and individual children
have undergone more than 50 operations and procedures.

Kate Cross, Consultant Neonatal and Paediatric Surgeon at Great Ormond Street Hospital, says: “Button
batteries are found in lots of domestic items that we
all use every day and it’s easy to forget how powerful they are and how dangerous they can be. We can
all help keep our families safer by storing batteries
in secure places before and after they’re used, preventing more children and families having to go
through the traumatic experience of these serious
injuries.”
[With thanks to Andrew Willard in the Press Office
of Great Ormond Street Hospital, for permission to
reprint this information here. Ed]
Please note the sentence about used batteries, which
continue to be dangerous even though they no longer work in the device they once powered. At the
ENT reception desk in Addenbrooke’s Hospital
there is a disposal bucket for used batteries, so
please use this facility when you collect new batteries. Some County Councils will accept used batteries for recycling as long as they are in a separate
plastic bag with your recycling collection bin.
This safety issue is obviously also relevant where
adults and teenagers may for some reason be confused or intent on self-harm.
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established through his leadership and research, and
that you will join me in wishing him well in his
new venture in Nottingham. He was especially
supportive to Alison and Chris in the early years of
New Website for Addenbrooke’s Hospital Skull AMNET, and has remained on our Advisory Board
until now. Therefore we have sent a card to
Base team
Dr Baguley on behalf of AMNET to thank him for
We have had notification from Nicola Folland, one his input and to wish him every success with his
of the Nurse Practitioners in the Skull Base team
new research role.
(Clinic 10), that their new website is now up and
Our speaker at our next AMNET meeting in
running. She asked us to let AMNET members
November, 2016 is Mark Smith, an Audiologist
know about the new address which is:
from Addenbrooke’s Hospital. Mark will be
speaking to us about single-sided deafness and
http://www.cuh.org.uk/skull-base-service
cross aids and I am sure he will also bring us up to
Please do have a look at this website as it has very date with news of developments in the Audiology
useful information and contact details about various Department and about the new Head of Audiology.
members of a large number of different multiNew NOVALIS machine for single fraction radidisciplinary teams that are connected to the Skull
otherapy for Addenbrooke’s Hospital
Base team.
This was discussed at the Skull Base Network
Dr David Baguley to leave Addenbrooke’s
Cancer Group (NCG) Meeting in May 2016
Hospital after 31 years
attended by Sally Hardy and Heidi Pratchett
(Patient Representatives to the Skull Base team).
At the end of September 2016
When fully installed and services commissioned it
Dr David Baguley, PhD MBA,
may be possible that gamma-knife treatment will be
Head of Audiology, will be
available for certain skull base tumours at
leaving Addenbrooke’s HospiAddenbrooke’s Hospital.
tal, Cambridge to start a new
job as Professor of Hearing SciAlison Frank has contacted Dr Sarah Jefferies,
ences and Deputy Director of
Consultant Clinical Oncologist at Addenbrooke’s
the Biomedical Research InstiHospital and Dr Jefferies has agreed to come and
tute in Hearing at the University
talk to AMNET members at our Summer Meeting
of Nottingham in early October.
2017, which will be on 1st July, 2017. We are not
yet certain where this meeting will take place, but
In a letter in the Cambridgeshire Hearing Help
we will let you know in the next Newsletter.
latest Newsletter he wrote: “This new post is focused on research, and I will be investigating sever- Alison has also asked Dr Jefferies to speak to members about any other issues on that day that may be
al aspects of tinnitus and hyperacusis (reduced
sound tolerance). Leaving Addenbrooke’s after 31 relevant to our members.
years is a challenge, and I’d like to share that I have
been blessed with brilliant clinical and research col- AMNET Bursary used to sponsor two Skull Base
Nurse Practitioners to attend British Skull Base
leagues, with whose support and guidance I have
been given many opportunities. The clinical service Society Conference in Birmingham, January
2016
has developed into one of the busiest and best in
Europe, and I hope will continue to thrive and deWe were delighted to be able to provide a bursary
velop”.
to enable Juliette Durie-Gair and Nicola Folland to
attend the British Skull Base Society Conference
I am sure that each and every one of us is grateful
this year in Birmingham. Juliette has kindly sent
to Dr Baguley for the outstanding clinical excelthe following report of the meeting.
lence and support we have received from the

News about Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
Cambridge that may be relevant to you

Audiology Department – something that he has

(See overleaf for the report by Juliette Durie-Gair).
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British Skull Base Society Conference in
Birmingham, January 2016.

The number of nurse practitioners within the skull
base field is increasing, and we were able to hold a
short meeting during the conference in order to set
up a more formalised communication network. This
will enable us to share practice and resources, such
as patient information, service evaluation and
availability of services based on location, all of
which help us to improve our own services locally
and help us to reduce the amount of time we spend
on administrative work thus freeing us up to spend
more time with patients.

“Two of the skull base nursing team based at
Addenbrooke’s were able to attend the British Skull
Base Society annual conference at Birmingham this
January thanks to the kind sponsorship of AMNET.
This is a two day clinical meeting attended by
health care professionals, in the majority ENT and
neurosurgical consultants, but also by skull base
nurse practitioners, trainee doctors, and by
consultants from other specialities such as
oncology, plastic surgery, radiology and maxillo- The Skull Base Society also held an evening dinner
facial surgery.
attended by all, which offers a good opportunity for
the skull base units based across England to netThe meeting focussed for one day on anterior skull work and share examples of good practice.
base disease and one day on lateral skull base
disease.
There was also an after dinner speech on a less
clinical note based on the history of facial palsy in
On the first day, the keynote speaker was Professor art led by a consultant neuroradiologist based in
Paul Gardner, Neurosurgical Director at the Center Birmingham. Once again, we would like to thank
for Skull Base Surgery in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania the members of AMNET for their kind support in
who spoke about the merits of endoscopic surgery enabling the nurse practitioners to attend this
(via the nose) in skull base surgery and the group as meeting.
a whole also reviewed some complex anterior cases.
Juliette Durie-Gair and Nicola Folland
The second day looked at lateral skull base NF2 and Skull Base Nurse Practitioners, Cambridge
pathology, including vestibular schwannoma (VS), Skull Base Unit”
and included talks on whether the use of certain
medications before VS surgery could reduce post- Lipreading Classes at Addenbrooke’s Hospital
operative vestibular symptoms, a review of
treatment options following failure of radiosurgery, At our Autumn/Christmas Meeting we were
a look at the advances in radiotherapy for skull base delighted to welcome Joy Badcock who spoke to us
lesions, and again a panel of experts led a group about lipreading classes at Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
review of complex cases and decision making.
We were very saddened to hear that due to financial
There was also a presentation on the current guide- reasons Addenbrooke’s Hospital are no longer able
lines given by the DVLA in different skull base to support the lipreading classes which have been
diseases related to symptoms, and a discussion running there for many years.
around long-term hearing outcomes and hearing
However, in the Cambridgeshire Hearing Help
preservation.
Newsletter for September 2016, Frances Dewhurst
reported that with Cambridgeshire Deaf
The prize for best oral presentation went to the
Association, Cambridgeshire Hearing Help are
Manchester skull base team who presented a current
looking into how lipreading classes might be
trial they are doing giving gentamycin prior to VS
continued and funded. They are hoping to get the
surgery. This has shown so far that this can help
classes going again, even if they have to ask for a
reduce post-operative vestibular symptoms and
small contribution towards the costs.
therefore promote earlier mobility and discharge
from hospital. Recruitment to the trial is ongoing We will keep readers updated about any news on
and we look forward to hearing the updated results. this possibility.
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Finding your way around the Addenbrooke’s As AMNET is a sister organisation of BANA, we
too wish Julie Dixon every success in her new posiHospital Site
tion as CEO and look forward to meeting her at one
As you may be aware there is a lot of development of our future meetings.
going on throughout the Addenbrooke’s Hospital
site in Cambridge. A new leaflet has been released
News from Action on Hearing Loss
in June 2016 which updates the June 2014 leaflet,
about hearing loss and access health care
entitled “Finding your way around. Level 2 floorplan”. This leaflet is available from any information
desk within the hospital and may well save you a lot Action on Hearing Loss are calling on government,
of legwork. On the Addenbrooke’s Hospital website NHS organisations, GPs and other NHS services to
you are able to access maps, directions and floor- take action to meet the requirements of equality
plans by going to: www.cuh.org.uk/finding-us/maps. legislation to ensure that people who are deaf or who
I have tried looking on that website today (October have hearing loss are able to access health care.
2nd, 2016) and notice that the map there is dated Currently the ways that services address
2014, but imagine that this will have been updated communication needs of people who are deaf or
have hearing loss varies across the UK. By 31st July
by the time you receive this Newsletter.
2016, all NHS and adult social care providers across
England are required by law to meet the requireNews from BANA
ments of NHS England’s Accessible Information
Standard. Action on Hearing Loss have therefore
produced a special guide to explain your rights in
Debra Nash has left her post as CEO of BANA to
relation to the Standard – and how to take practical
develop her therapeutic counselling profession on a action to make sure your GP, and other NHS serself-employed basis and to enjoy quality time with
vices, meet these requirements. They have also proher grandson. Debra joined BANA three years ago duced separate guidance for residential care homes.
on an eight-week temporary contract. Members of
the Board of BANA soon identified the special qual- To ensure that your needs are addressed in relation
ities in Debra that were needed to bring about the
to your specific hearing difficulties access the documany changes that have occurred in the national
ment called: “On the record: Health and care
charity in the last 3 years, so offered her a permanent communication card” by going on-line to Action on
role as CEO. AMNET wish Debra success and
Hearing Loss at their address on our back page or by
happiness in her new venture and we are grateful to contacting them by the telephone number listed
Debra for the knowledge we have gained about
there.
making change within a charity.
If trying to access this document on-line try putting
BANA welcomed Julie Dixon
“on the record” in the box entitled “enter search keyas their new CEO in
words” on their home page; then click on the link for
September. Julie, (pictured
“on the record – getting your communications needs
here), brings with her a wealth
met”; click on the “NHS England’s Accessible Inof experience gained over
formation Standard” icon and scroll down to “What
many years working in the
do I need to do?”; go to item number 2 and click on
charity sector and has recently
“card” – at this stage you will be able to click on
worked as head in a local charPDF version and print the card you can then print
ity in Chesterfield.
and complete. Take this form along to your GP or
hospital department.
In a communication to AMNET, BANA Trustees
stated that the opportunity to join their own small
I hope you will find this information helpful and
national charity is seen as a natural progression in
useful. It may certainly be quite relevant to us all as
Julie’s career advancement. They are absolutely de- Addenbrooke’s Hospital have already started to imlighted she is joining them and sure the BANA
plement some clinics by telephone as discussed elsecommunity will warmly welcome her too.
where in this Newsletter.
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is still there and it will always be. I was reassured to
hear that there is little chance that it will regrow
An update by Steve West following his
now. I am planning to remain a member of the
radiotherapy treatment
AMNET support group so that I can share my expefor an acoustic neuroma
riences with other people who have been diagnosed
with acoustic neuromas. After an eventful journey,
Saturday, October 01, 2016 I am looking forward to seeing what the next ten
years will bring.
Last Tuesday afternoon I went for a follow up
Steve West
appointment with Dr Sarah Jefferies in the Oncology department at Addenbroooke’s. It has been ten
[Thank you very much Steve for your update which
years since I started my fractionated stereotactic
other members will find very reassuring, especially
radiotherapy treatment (FSR) for my acoustic
those considering radiotherapy as their treatment
neuroma.
option. Steve can be seen on our front page sitting
on the sofa at the front of the image. Ed]
Much to my relief, I was told that there is no sign of
regrowth and that the neuroma has slightly
Editorial
decreased in size. It was very interesting to be
shown a sequence of MRI scans which show how
my acoustic neuroma has responded to the radioShortly after our Summer Meeting for 2016 we
therapy treatment over the years.
were very saddened to hear that our former
Treasurer, Carol Clothier, had a stroke. After a
Although I am effectively being ‘signed off’ by the period in hospital and follow-on care in a nursing
Oncology department, I am going to be referred to home, Carol is now at home again with her husband
my local hospital to see if they can help me with the Mick and making a steady recovery. As a
balance problems that I have been experiencing
Committee and on behalf of all AMNET members
when walking on crowded streets or over uneven we send Carol and Mick our very best wishes and
surfaces because this is the most troublesome side look forward to seeing them both very soon.
effect that I am still experiencing.
Could members please therefore be patient with our
The hearing aid that I was provided with soon after Committee who have stepped in to maintain the
my treatment is still helping to combat tinnitus and AMNET charity bank account. You may have
also give me a better awareness of sounds to the left noticed a delay in your payment cheque being
of me.
cashed. Please direct any queries relating to finance
to Heidi Pratchett (contact details on back page)
One of the most important things that I was conuntil further notice. Please be reassured that any
cerned about when I was considering my options
personal information you have given us is kept in
for acoustic neuroma treatment ten years ago was
the strictest confidence.
whether or not I would still be able to ride a bicycle.
I am pleased to report that even though I am ten
At our first Committee Meeting we have appointed
years older, I can still cycle between the railway
new Officers as our Constitution requires, and I am
station and Addenbrooke’s; in fact this journey has pleased to announce that our new Treasurer will be
got easier since I started my treatment because of
Stephanie Hazelwood and our new Secretary will
the guided bus way with its associated cycle path
be Bronwyn Lummis. Heidi Pratchett is happy to
meaning that I no longer have to brave the traffic in continue as Chairman.
Hills Road.
We will give further details about proposals
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the mentioned in the AGM in a subsequent Newsletter
members of AMNET for their ongoing reassurance and trust that our members will support our decision
and support during my treatment.
to do this.
Even though my treatment is effectively at an end,
Sally Hardy, Editor
the MRI scan showed up that the acoustic neuroma

Where have the last 10 years gone?
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AMNET AGM
held on Saturday 11th June 2016
This year the AMNET AGM took part during the
Summer Meeting and our 20th Anniversary
celebrations. The AGM was immediately followed
by lunch which was provided and catered for by
members of the Committee and their families. For
those interested, our financial accounts were
presented in our last Newsletter (Number 64, Spring
2016), and we present the Chairperson’s Report
below. Please see about the Election of Officers and
Committee in the Editorial in this Newsletter.
Please also see about the proposal by Chris Richards
re amendment to our Constitution being made after
submission to the Charity Commission in the
Editorial in this Newsletter.
Chairperson’s Report by Heidi Pratchett
“Welcome to AMNET’s 20th year. During my first
year as Chairperson I would like to start with
reflecting on Alison Frank’s words from last year,
that building on AMNET’s solid foundations, our
first role as a Committee, following the AGM, was
to identify actions for the forthcoming year.
We decided on more Trustee meetings as there was a
lot of change and business to sort through. Two new
Trustees were co-opted – Stephanie Hazelwood and
Henry Sessions.
Review of the AMNET Website – We started by
seeking an independent review of our website. This
led to us looking at three possible providers who
could produce and manage our website. Up until
this time we have been extremely fortunate by
having our website produced and run on a voluntary
basis for many years by a friend of Alison’s, Paul,
from Greystokes Graphics. During much discussion
with the Trustees and the possible providers we
finally agreed to continue with Greystokes Graphics,
but on a contractual basis.
Social Media – We are currently commissioning a
separate provider for social media. The reason we
are wanting to update our website and commission
social media is so that we can continue to move with
the external world of communication. For this
purpose we had a sub-committee – our Website
Working Team – who have been led by Chris
Richards. Chris has worked extremely hard in
moving this project forward and we are grateful for
the input and dedication the subcommittee have put

into this project, which is still ongoing.
Bursary – The Trustees agreed to provide a bursary
to enable two nurse practitioners from
Addenbrooke’s Hospital Skull Base Team to attend
the Annual Skull Base Conference. By providing
the bursary we were able to build on the positive
relationship we have with the Skull Base Team
(Clinic 10). Please see the written account by
Juliette Durie-Gair on page 6).
Patient Representatives - Both Sally Hardy and I
have attended two meetings this year as patient representatives for the Skull Base Team. From those
meetings we can inform you of the following news:

Clinic 10 will be launching their new website
shortly

Telephone Clinics – these are now up and running for radiotherapy patients and will shortly
be followed by telephone clinics for patients
who have had vestibular schwannoma surgery,
from one year post-surgery. It is hoped by the
hospital that this facility will save patients
from travelling to Addenbrooke’s, but also
acknowledged that more complicated cases
will still need to be reviewed in clinic.

A new radiotherapy machine is being installed
with the potential to save patients from the
need to travel to other centres of excellence for
their treatment.

A new post of Professor of Skull Base Surgery
has been established. The new occupant for
this post has been selected, but is not yet in
post.
AMNET Advisory Board – we acknowledge that we
need to consider reviewing our Advisory Board,
listed on the back page of our Newsletters. We are
extremely grateful for the help and support we have
received from clinicians from Clinic 10 over the
years, but as there have been a number of personnel
changes it will be necessary to review who will be
able to assist us in future.
Newsletters – My sincere gratitude goes to Sally for
continuing to produce our newsletters. I feel so
proud and quite emotional every time I receive one.
Many thanks to Carol Brunt for all her help and support in distributing them.
Treasurer and Secretary – Our sincere gratitude was
offered to Carol Clothier who has been our Treasurer for the last 4 years. Carol has decided to step
down as Treasurer this year, but is happy to continue
to offer her assistance in a book-keeping capacity
and to assist the new Treasurer. Her husband, Mick,
has been our Secretary for the past 2 years and we
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are very grateful to both Carol and Mick for all their
help, support and wisdom and for undertaking their
roles with dedication. We therefore presented them
with a rose to plant in the garden of their new
house.

you receive a printed issue of the Newsletter on this
occasion. A considerable number of you have
agreed to receive your Newsletter electronically via
e-mail. This will reduce the number we need to
have printed and also the postage costs, and will
result in a considerable saving of our funds. Please
do not feel obliged to receive your Newsletter in
this way as we are aware that many people prefer to
hold, and some may also wish to keep, copies of the
Newsletter.

Other Support Group Meetings

(Pictured here are Heidi Pratchett, left, presenting
the rose to Carol and Mick Clothier)
Our grateful thanks also go to Rachel Davies, who
works alongside our Treasurer in sending out membership renewals.
Guest Speakers – During the last year we have been
delighted to hear from Debra Nash, who told us of
the changes that have occurred within BANA and
from Joy Badcock, who told members of the many
benefits of attending a lipreading class. Both
speakers provided such interesting and informative
presentations.
Outstanding business – we are still hoping to
establish small group meetings around the Eastern
Region, but progress has not been possible during
this past year as there has been so much other
business to attend to with our limited numbers on
Committee.
Lastly, I would like to thank Alison for easing me
into this role and for all the Trustees for their
support, dedication, passion and at times, for their
sense of humour. Without this background we
would not be able to lead AMNET.
Heidi Pratchett

AMNET News Distribution
Thank you to members who responded to our
question relating to the receipt of your copy of
AMNET News. As we are currently changing roles
on the Committee, and due to Carol Clothier’s
current indisposition, please be patient with us if

Wednesday 23rd November 2016 - Equipment
Demonstration at Commemoration Hall, 39 High
Street, Huntingdon, PE29 3AQ from 10.00-12.00.
Last Friday of each month – Demonstration of
Hearing Help Equipment at their Hearing Help Session held at St. Andrew’s Street Baptist Church,
Cambridge, CB2 3AR. This provides an opportunity to try their specialist hearing equipment or discuss your hearing difficulties with a trained volunteer. Drop in any time between 10.00-12.00.

Cambridgeshire Tinnitus Support
Group
(British Tinnitus Association Group for
East of England)
Saturday 19th November 2016 – Self-help session
and Bring and Share Lunch at The Meadows Centre, 1 St Catharine’s Road, Cambridge, CB4 3XJ.
For further details please contact: Alan Yeo at
mga978@hotmail.co.uk or telephone 01223
243570.
Finally, we would like to
thank all our members for
their continued support and
wish you all well as one
year draws to a close and
we start to think about the
next.
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Would you like to join AMNET?
AMNET is a sister organisation of BANA, the British Acoustic Neuroma Association. We represent the
Eastern Region of the UK.
We provide:






Telephone contact with past patients, who understand what you are going through, and have time
to listen.
A regular newsletter for members, with information about developments in treatment and about
living with either an acoustic neuroma (now called vestibular schwannoma) or other skull based
tumour. Please indicate below if you would like to receive your newsletter electronically by Email in PDF format, or a printed version, by post.
Regular meetings at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge where we provide an opportunity to listen to expert speakers and to meet other members.
A detailed website at: www.amnet-charity.org.uk.

If you would like to join AMNET and support our work, please complete the form below and send £15
annual subscription to Alison Frank at the address listed below. We can now offer joint membership at
a cost of an additional £5, i.e. £20/annum. This gives the right to vote on any AMNET issues to both
people and also entitles both to become Committee members if they so desire. If your partner wishes to
become a member please let us know. Please note there is no charge for partners who attend the meetings, but do not take up membership.
If you would welcome the chance to speak to another AMNET member on a one-to-one basis, please
could you telephone our Honorary President, Alison Frank, (Telephone: 01953 860692), who will be
able to put you in contact with one of our members. We appreciate that you may sometimes wish for
someone to contact you at a specific time when you can be ensured a quiet and confidential environment. If this is the case please indicate when that might be.
Please complete the form below and send with your annual subscription for £15 (or £20 if you wish to
take up joint membership) to Alison Frank and address your envelope to: AMNET, The Old School
House, The Green, Old Buckenham, Norfolk. NR17 1RR.
___________________________________________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP FORM
Name:
Address:
E-mail:
(Please note that E-mail details are essential to ensure your newsletter is received electronically).
Telephone:
Please could someone contact me at the following times:
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Newsletter of The Acoustic Neuroma and Meningioma Network

Forthcoming Meetings
Saturday 1st July 2017 - Dr Sarah Jefferies (Consultant Clinical Oncologist,
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge) will talk to us about the new NOVALIS machine for
single fraction radiotherapy. Location to be announced in next Newsletter.

Directory
AMNET
W. www.amnet-charity.org.uk
E. contact.amnet@btinternet.com
T. 01953 860692
A. The Old School House, The Green,
Old Buckenham, Norfolk, NR17 1RR
British Acoustic Neuroma Association
(BANA)
W. www.bana-uk.com
E. admin@bana-uk.com
T. 01246 550011
A. Tapton Park Innovation Centre,
Brimington Road, Tapton, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire, S41 OTZ.
Meningioma UK
W. www.meningiomauk.org
E. support-enquiries@meningiomauk.org
(Patient information & support)
meningioma@ellapybus.greenbee.net
(Meningioma UK)
T. 01787 374084
The Brain Tumour Charity
W. www.braintumouruk.org.uk
T. 0845 4500386
A. Brain Tumour UK, Tower House,
Latimer Park, Chesham, Bucks. HP5 1TU.

Action on Hearing Loss ( RNID)
W. www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk
E. informationline@hearingloss.org.uk
T. 0808 808 0123 (Info line - Freephone)
Textline. 0808 808 9000
British Tinnitus Association
W. www.tinnitus.org.uk
E. info@tinnitus.org.uk
T. 0114 250 9933
Freephone Helpline.T 0800 018 0527
A. Ground Floor, Unit 5, Acorn Business
Park, Woodseats Close, Sheffield S8 OTB
Cambridgeshire Hearing Help
CAMTAD)
www.cambridgeshirehearinghelp.org.uk
E. enquiries@cambridgeshirehearinghelp.
org.uk
T / Text / Fax. 01223 416 141
(Mon - Fri 9.30am - 12.30pm)
A. 8A Romsey Terrace, Cambridge
CB1 3NH
Changing Faces
Support for people with temporary or long
term facial disfigurement problems
W. www.changingfaces.org.uk
E. info@changingfaces.org.uk
T. 0845 4500 275

Facial Palsy UK
W. www.facialpalsy.org.uk
E. info@facialpalsy.org.uk
T. 0300 030 9333
A. PO Box 1269, Peterborough, PE1 9QN
Entific Medical Systems
Info about bone conducted hearing aids,
particularly for single sided deafness.
W. www.entific.com
Addenbrookes Hospital
Neurotology & Skull Base Surgery Unit
http://www.addenbrookes.org.uk/serv/clin/
surg/neurotol_skullbase/
surgery_profile1.html
Addenbrooke Hospital, Clinic 10 ENT
T. 01223 217588
Appointments. 01223 216561
Fax.01223 217559

BANA Booklets
BANA has produced some booklets which may be of interest:
• The Facial Nerve & Acoustic Neuroma • Headache after Acoustic Neuroma Surgery
• Eye Care after Acoustic Neuroma Surgery
• Effects an Acoustic Neuroma can have on your memory, emotions, behaviour, executive functioning and energy
• Balance following Acoustic Neuroma
All these booklets are available from Alison Frank The Old School House, The Green, Old Buckenham, Norfolk, NR17 1RR

Necessary Note
AMNET News is very appreciative of the opportunity to publish items relevant to the interests of acoustic neuroma and meningioma patients.
This includes instances where members of AMNET have experienced relief, improvement, difficulties or otherwise and write to us of their
experiences in order to pass on information for the interest and possible benefit of other members. However, AMNET cannot endorse
proprietary products or beheld responsible for any errors, omissions or consequences resulting from the contents of this Newsletter.

AMNET Advisory Panel at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge
Kate Burton Consultant Radiographer in Neuro-Oncology. Indu Bahadur Skull Base Nurse Practitioner. Mr Robert Macfarlane MD
FRCS Consultant Neurosurgeon. Mr David Moffat BSc MA FRCS Consultant in Otoneurological & Skull Base Surgery.
Ella Pybus Co-director Meningioma UK and Trustee of BTUK. Mr N J C Sarkies MRCP FRCS FRCOphth Consultant Ophthalmic
Surgeon.
Honorary President - Alison Frank 01953 860692. Chairman - Heidi Pratchett 01255 508070.
Treasurer - Stephanie Hazelwood-Sessions 07904 126233. Newsletter Editor - Sally Hardy 01954 231363
Please consider writing for your newsletter. It can be anything you feel will be of interest to members from a few lines to a
couple of pages. It all helps to make the newsletter more interesting. Email: sally.hardy3@btinternet.com If you would like
to make a contribution please telephone or email me.
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